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MARY ELLEN O’TOOLE: THE STEEL FEET OF A CRIMINAL PSYCHOLOGIST

An expert in sexual violence, Mary Ellen O’Toole is known for her work in criminal psychology. In a recent publication, she discussed the psychological profiles of serial killers and provided insights into the investigation process. This story highlights her expertise and the importance of psychological profiling in forensic research.

INTERNATIONAL CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF THE TOPICAL MAGNETIC STATE (ICTMS)

Scientists discover a new topological magnetic state, which could lead to breakthroughs in electronic technology. This discovery is significant for the development of new materials and technologies.
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Message from the Dean

In a paper published in the journal Science, Professor Thomas Burmeister and a group of materials science experts from Mason, NIST, ANL, and ORNL discovered a quantum phenomenon that has the potential to revolutionize electronic technology.
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10-week paid summer fellowships in global sustainability organizations

Created by the Office of Sustainability at George Mason University, the new Global Sustainability Scholars (GSS) Fellows program offers graduate students opportunities to work in global sustainability organizations.
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